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Hello Readers

NIFTY tested crucial support at 21900 last week and bounced from the level. Index 
might undergo extended sell off only if support at 21900 is broken. At the same 
time, NIFTY may be facing tough resistance at 21528 levels in this week. In such 
a volatile market scenario even very short term supports are very important for the 
structure to hold strong. So, traders are advised to be cautious for the next two 
weeks

India's Midcap and Smallcap indices are outperforming the main index, whereas 
BANKNIFTY is underperforming NIFTY. This is a typical scenario and there can be 
sudden trend reversals if short term supports are broken. So, traders need to keep 
their eyes open at short term trends.

This week's Sixth Sense is specifically dedicated for managing the short term fluctu-
ations in the indices. We sincerely hope Sixth Sense helps all our beloved readers 
to effectively manage their positions in this volatile market conditions.

Thanks and regards,

Team Qartelz

NIFTY Tests Support at 21900 Once Again.
Midcaps and Smallcaps Outperform the Main Index



MANAGE YOUR MONDAY
MORNING TRADE (NIFTY)

People often ask the question “how to get clarity on next day’s Market move-
ment”. We are giving you a solution in this section. 

First, let us have a look at the most important support and resistance level for 
NIFTY on Monday

(Complimentary Section for The Sixth Sense Lovers)



People often ask the question “how to get clarity on next day’s Market movement”. We are giving 
you a solution in this section. 

First, let us have a look at the most important support and resistance level for NIFTY on Tuesday

NIFTY might be facing crucial hurdle near 22500. Index might be taking 22385 as a 
crucial support for intraday. If 22290 is broken, it can be seen as a major reversal 
sign. So, traders need to be very cautious at this level

Manage Your Tuesday Morning Trade (NIFTY) 
(Complimentary Section for The Sixth Sense Lovers)

(NIFTY Support and Resistance Levels for Tuesday Source:www.investing.com)



(NIFTY Major Support Level Source:www.investing.com)

NIFTY Weekly Outlook
NIFTY Tests Major Break Down Level 21900 again!

NIFTY has got major support at 21900 levels and this level was acting as a major holding point 
for the index for last 3 months. NIFTY tested the support level once again last week and spiked 
from the level. Now the support level is still holding and NIFTY might go for a deeper correction 
only if this support is broken.

Given election results are to be announced on June 4th, markets are awaiting a lot of volatility in 
the coming days. 



NIFTY Weekly Outlook
NIFTY Major Support Levels for the Week

Index might be getting strong support at 22225. If this level is broken, index will find crucial 
support at 22135. Major resistance for the index is placed at 22601 levels.

(NIFTY Support Levels Source:www.investing.com)



BANKNIFTY Weekly Outlook

(BANKNIFTY Support Levels Source:www.investing.com)

BANKNIFTY is relatively weaker compared to NIFTY and the index faces major resistance near 
48203. Index has got supports at 47080. If this level is protected, index might consolidate or 
might move higher

If support at 47080 is broken, then index might undergo strong sell off. So, traders need to be 
cautious around this region.



BANKNIFTY Short Term Outlook

(BANKNIFTY Support Levels Source:www.investing.com)

BANKNIFTY is relatively weaker compared to NIFTY and the index faces major resistance near 
48203. Index has got supports at 47080. If this level is protected, index might consolidate or 
might move higher

BANKNIFTY might find strong support near 47851 levels in the short run. If the index breaks 
47595 index might undergo extended sell off scenario. So, given the extend of volatility, traders 
need to be cautious around these regions.
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